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Picking up from recent issues of BATMAN, the origin of
Clayface is revealed-and a new mystery is introduced.
It's all led to this! Bane's minions have taken control of
Gotham City and are ruling with an iron fist, and Batman is
nowhere to be found. Instead, Flashpoint Batman is patrolling
the city, dispensing a violent brand of justice. It's all building
to a rebellion among the bad guys who don't want to play
along with Bane! Meanwhile, Bruce Wayne is on a quest to
regain his fighting spirit.
Displayed in its orginal pencilled glory right from legendary
artist Greg Capullo comes BATMAN- DEATH OF THE
FAMILY UNWRAPPED. After having his face sliced off one
year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham
City! But even for a man who's committed a lifetime of
murder, he's more dangerous than ever before. How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads
back to Arkham Asylum... This new hardcover, unwrapped
edition collects the critically acclaimed tale DEATH OF THE
FAMILY from the superstar #1 New York Times best-selling
team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo.
(Book). At nearly six hundred pages, The Dark Knight Trilogy
, a behemoth of script and storyboards, captures on the page
the dark mythic expanse of the cinematic Batman. These
definitive, vibrant film blueprints published on the heels of the
final film's closely guarded release are destined to be
enshrined on every fan's bedside table, studied in
universities, and emulated by filmmakers.
Written by JEPH LOEB Art and cover by JIM LEE A new,
unprecedented edition of the classic Batman epic featuring
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the art of comics superstar Jim Lee in pencil form for the first
time ever, giving comics connoisseurs the chance to study a
true master of the form at his best! This amazing new
hardcover presents Jim Lee's artwork in pencil form, with
lettering and in black and white. Relive the thrilling mystery of
the best-selling BATMAN: HUSH as Batman sets out to
discover the identity of a mysterious mastermind using The
Joker, The Riddler, Ra's al Ghul and the Dark Knight's other
enemies - and allies - as pawns in a plan to wreak havoc. 320
pg, B&W, 7.0625" x 10.875"
Comics superstars Geoff Johns and Jim Lee's JUSTICE
LEAGUE gets the unwrapped treatment! In a world where
inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of
suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has
stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the earth
as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything
he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an
alien, a scarlet speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a
space cop, an Amazon Princess and an undersea monarch.
Will this combination of Superman, The Flash, Cyborg, Green
Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be able to put aside
their differences and come together to save the world? Or will
they destroy each other first? In one of the most gamechanging titles in comics industry history, Geoff Johns and
Jim Lee re-imagine the classic heroes of the DC Universe.
This unwrapped edition collects issues #1-12 of JUSTICE
LEAGUE
A DARK KNIGHT IN GOTHAM CITY A kidnapped socialite, a
jilted Penguin, the inscrutable Court of Owls and an army of
Arkham's most notorious inmates-all drawn in comics master
David Finch's singular style. In his celebrated run as artist
and author of BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT, Finch added
his own take on the caped crusader and his classic villains,
bringing them to new life with his incredible artwork. Collected
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here in Finch's original pencils, BATMAN THE DARK
KNIGHT UNWRAPPED showcases Finch's work on the
series as never before.
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Hailed as a comics
masterpiece, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS is Frank
Miller's (300 and SIN CITY) reinvention of the legend of
Batman. It remains an undisputed classic, one of the most
influential stories ever told in comics, and is a book cited by
the filmmakers as an inspiration for the most recent Batman
movies. It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and
Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and
lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark
Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a
teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the
threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And
after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker
and Two-Face, for the final time, Batman finds himself in
mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a battle that
only one of them will survive. This collection is hailed as a
comics masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the
Christopher Nolan Batman movies. This volume collects
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4.

Grant Morrison's epic tale, presented in Tony Daniel and
Lee Garbett's original pencils! Behold the danse
macabre--the deadliest game, played for your pleasure.
On one side: The Batman, Gotham City's Dark Knight.
Robin and Nightwing, his loyal allies. Alfred Pennyworth,
his faithful servant. Jezebel Jet, his beautiful beloved. On
the other: The Club of Villains, an international alliance
who have raised murder to an art form. Doctor Hurt, the
man who gained Batman's trust in order to betray it. The
Joker, Gotham's Thin White Duke of Death. And behind
them all, the Black Glove. Place your bets, ladies and
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gentlemen! Tonight, the Batman breaks!
Collects adventures featuring the Dark Knight, including
facing his own demise and meeting with his troubled son,
Damian.
When a more powerful Scarecrow returns to Gotham
City, Batman must brave his own worst fear and unravel
the mystery of the villain's origin in order to defeat him.
"As a mysterious figure slinks through the halls of
Arkham Asylum, Batman must fight his way through a
gauntlet of psychos, and Bruce Wayne faces the
unexpected legal ramifications of Batman
Incorporated!"--Publisher.
"This story introduces Hush, a man who knows which
buttons to push as he creates havoc in the Dark Knight's
life. Hush arrives in Gotham City and immediately pulls
the strings, making the worst villains in Batman's
Rogue's Gallery do his bidding. Always on the edge
between good and evil, Catwoman finds herself caught
up in Hush's scheme and drawn deeper into Batman's
life than she ever imagined." -- Publisher' s description.
BATMAN NOIR: THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN
continues writer and artist Frank Miller’s dystopian
Batman tale in gritty black-and-white inks as it has never
been seen before. It has been three years since the
events of The Dark Knight Returns, and everything is just
fine. At least on the surface. What the world at large
doesn’t know is that it’s a total sham. A perfectly
choreographed, pretty little world where everything
that’s ugly, or even potentially disturbing, is all nicely
wrapped up with neat little ribbons and swept under the
carpet. Only he knows better. He’s watched it fester to
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near-breaking point, and it’s time for the only free man
left who can effect any real change to bring it all down
around their ears once and for all. The Dark Knight
returns once again with a vitality unseen since the first
years of his war on crime. Together with his army of Batsoldiers, including Carrie Kelley—formerly Robin, and
now the new Catgirl—the Dark Knight wages a new war
on a diseased world that’s become completely lost.
Collects Batman: The Dark Knight Strikes Again #1-3.
Written by Bill Finger, Edmond Hamilton and others Art
by Sheldon Moldoff, Dick Sprang and others Cover by
Alex Ross Discover the stories that inspired recent
events in the Batman universe with this new collection!
Featuring stories from BATMAN #65, 86, 112, 113, 134,
156 and 162, DETECTIVE COMICS #215, 235, 247 and
267, and WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #89. With an intro
by Grant Morrison. Advance-solicited; on sale June 17 144 pg, FC, $17.99 US
The terrifying tale of the Mad Hatter's origin continues.
Batman is still two steps behind the Hatter's current reign
of terror, but will Catwoman's interference make it three?
It wouldn’t be a Joker story without a surprise…and right
on cue, here’s an unexpected one-shot epilogue to
Joker: Killer Smile! Young Bruce Wayne grew up
watching The Mr. Smiles Show-and the show might have
been watching him back! And not only was young Bruce
watching, he was listening…listening as Mr. Smiles spoke
across the airwaves only to him… The Eisner Awardwinning creative team of writer Jeff Lemire and artist
Andrea Sorrentino land one last gut-punch-turning the
mythos of the Batman on its head in the most
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devastating trick The Joker has ever devised!It wouldn’t
be a Joker story without a surprise…and right on cue,
here’s an unexpected one-shot epilogue to Joker: Killer
Smile! Young Bruce Wayne grew up watching The Mr.
Smiles Show-and the show might have been watching
him back! And not only was young Bruce watching, he
was listening…listening as Mr. Smiles spoke across the
airwaves only to him… The Eisner Award-winning
creative team of writer Jeff Lemire and artist Andrea
Sorrentino land one last gut-punch-turning the mythos of
the Batman on its head in the most devastating trick The
Joker has ever devised!
"The origin of the classic Batman villain Clayface is
revealed--and a new mystery is introduced! Batman and
Commissioner Gordon are forced into a tight corner as
Clayface embarks on a murder spree throughout Gotham
City. what led Clayface to become the monster that he is?
The answers lie here. Collects Batman: The Dark Knight
#22-29"-A collection of the Detective Comics works of acclaimed artist
Norm Breyfogle and writer Alan Grant! This volume of the
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT series focuses on the
DETECTIVE COMICS stories from acclaimed artist Norm
Breyfogle and writer Alan Grant. Featuring the Dark Knight's
conflicts with Anarky, The Joker, the Scarecrow and the
seeming death of the Penguin, this unbelievable hardcover
edition is a must-have for any 1980s Bat-fans! This volume
collects DETECTIVE COMICS #608-621 and BATMAN
#455-459.
Bane has been dragging the Dark Knight through a twisted
terrain of horror and fear—but two can play that game! Don't
miss this shocking issue as Batman pushes himself further
than ever to fight against his deepest demons.
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Francis Manapul and Brian Buccellato present their
celebrated run on DETECTIVE COMICS, collected all
together in this hardcover deluxe edition for the first time.
Batman contends with the return of Anarky! As Gotham City
decends into chaos at the hands of this new vigilante and his
quest for revenge on both the villains and protectors of
Gotham, Batman must team up with the cantankerous Harvey
Bullock of the Gotham City PD to find Anarky's true
motivation for bringing Gotham to its knees. Collects issues
#30-40, Detective Comics Annual #1, Batman: Detective
Comics: Future's End #1 and Batman: Detective Comics: End
Game #1.
Moon Knight is back in the Big Apple and looking to pick a
fight with the man who chased him out of town in the first
place: Norman Osborn. Freed of his demons and armed with
an arsenal of incredible new weapons, Moon Knight is finally
the hero he always aspired to be - taking out criminals with
massive flair and throwing down the gauntlet to his old
nemesis. Is Osborn ready for Round Two? Collects
Vengeance of Moon Knight #1-6.
On Hawkworld, a gruesome battle rages as Hawkman fights
his way through a cabal of alien attackers to save Hawkgirl,
who's been kidnapped by her own mother! Learn the terrible
truth behind Queen Shrike's betrayal and her ultimate plan for
the Hawks!
Comic book superstar Tom King teams with acclaimed artist
Lee Weeks for a collection of memorable and unique Batman
stories! Superstar comic book writer Tom King teams with
one of the industry's most respected artists, Lee Weeks, to
take on pop culture's greatest hero, Batman! This collection
includes Cold Days, as Bruce Wayne gets jury duty--for a
court case involving Mr. Freeze! Will the evidence cause
Batman to rethink his methods? In Knightmares, Batman
chases a new foe who outsmarts him at every turn--is it
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someone more familiar to the Dark Knight than even he
suspects? And in the Eisner Award-nominated Batman/Elmer
Fudd Special, Batman ends up in the Looney Tunes
character's crosshairs, in a story you never expected!
Endgame part 5. The Joker is back! The penultimate issue of
the Clown Prince of Crime's horrifying return! Plus, in the
backup story, the inmates and Mahreen finally learn the truth
about the Joker!
A sketch edition of some of comics superstar David Finch's
greatest Batman stories fromBatman: The Dark Knight, DC
Comics: The New 52 and more! This fantastic unwrapped
collection features tales of the Dark Knight written and
pencilled by David Finch. Encompassing David's work
fromBatman: The Dark Knight to the re-launch in the New 52,
this volume features the stunning artwork and compelling
stories about the supernatural and the esoteric areas of
Gotham City. Collects Batman: The Dark Knight #1-3,
Batman: The Return #1 and Batman: The Dark Knight(Vol 2)
#1-7 and 9 in black and white format.

Do you dare journey into the twisted world of the Mad
Hatter? Batman has discovered a trail of bodies but no
leads as he realizes that this is unlike any Mad Hatter
case he's seen before.
The colors are drained and the shadows come alive in
this stark take on a dark classic! Presented in its original
pencils and ink artwork by industry legend Jim Lee,
BATMAN NOIR: HUSH highlights the grim, gritty
atmosphere of Batman and Gotham City, and pits the
Dark Knight against a city overrun with its legendary
villains. As the likes of the Joker, Killer Croc, Poison Ivy
and more throw Batman's life into chaos, little do they
know they have become pawns to the enigmatic Hush in
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an elaborate game of revenge against Bruce Wayne.
This truly unforgettable story by two of comics' top
talents, writer Jeph Loeb (BATMAN: THE LONG
HALLOWEEN, SUPERMAN/BATMAN) and artist Jim
Lee (JUSTICE LEAGUE: ORIGINS, SUPERMAN
UNCHAINED), presents the Caped Crusader's most
personal case yet in stark black and white! Collects
BATMAN #609-619 in black and white.
DC spotlights top cover artists with the new POSTER
PORTFOLIO series, starting with superstar illustrator Jim
Lee! This collection includes 20 of Jim Lee's most
memorable DC covers starring Batman, Wonder
Woman, Superman, the Justice League of America and
more! Printed on heavy cardstock paper at a big 12 by
16 inches, the pages of the POSTER PORTFOLIOS are
easily pulled out and are suitable for framing.
Batman and Commissioner Gordon are forced into a
tight corner as Clayface embarks on a murder spree
throughout Gotham City.
A sweeping visual tale of Gotham City's forgotten
citizens: the abused and the voiceless. Will these
desperate souls find their angel in the Dark Knight?
Read the landmark storyline that launched the New 52
as you’ve never seen it before, stripped down to artist
Andy Kubert’s original pencils! Written by industry
legend Geoff Johns, this volume collects the full fiveissue miniseries as well as behind-the-scenes sketches
and commentary in FLASHPOINT UNWRAPPED!
Everything Barry Allen knows has changed in a flash.
He’s the fastest man in the world, but this is not his
world. The course of history has been changed, and a
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new reality has replaced his own. Villains have become
conquerors. Heroes have become villains—or nothing at
all. Humanity is on the brink of all-out destruction. And
the Flash, powerless and friendless, has been brought to
a standstill. To undo what’s been done to reality, Barry
will need to recruit the warped versions of the heroes he
knew to help him. But whether they succeed or fail, the
world will never be the same! Collects FLASHPOINT
#1-5.
With a mysterious figure slinking through the halls of
Arkham Asylum, Batman must fight his way through a
gauntlet of psychos, and Bruce Wayne faces legal
ramifications of Batman, Incorporated.
Celebrate DC Comics’ Dark Knight with this deluxe
hardcover journal showcasing Batman rendered in
gorgeous black-and-white inked linework by one of the
artists who made their mark on the Super Hero’s legacy.
Few creators have defined the Dark Knight's
longstanding legacy, and comic book artist Greg Capullo
stands among the greats. Featuring original illustrations
from his critically acclaimed run on DC Comics' Batman
series, this journal showcases his masterworks. With
sturdy construction and sewn binding, this journal lies
flat, and the 192 lined, acid-free pages of high-quality
heavy stock paper take both pen and pencil nicely to
invite a flow of inspiration.
Dave Finch (Avengers, New Avengers, Ultimate X-Men)
has been making waves at Marvel, but we remember
when he started his career with us. Now you can take a
look back with us! Collected here is Dave's finest Top
Cow work including his earliest appearances on
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Cyberforce and his creator owned projects, Aphrodite IX
and Ascension. We're even including his issue of The
Darkness. If you're a Finch fan, this is the book you've
been waiting for!
Prepare for the unthinkable: the death of the Dark Knight.
Bruce Wayne's troubled life spins out of control when his
relationship with the mysterious Jezebel Jet deepens. He
soon loses touch and falls victim to mental illness,
abandoning his Batman identity for a life on the streets.
Capitalizing on the fall of their greatest foe, the Club of
Villains begins a crime spree through the streets of Gotham
that threatens to bring the city to its knees. This stunning
unwrapped collection features Grant Morrison and Tony S.
Daniel's game-changing BATMAN: R.I.P., the story that led
into Morrison's New York Times best-selling FINAL CRISIS.
This deluxe-edition graphic novel presents Daniel's black and
white pencil artwork, unveiling the intricate detail that has
made Daniel one of the most sought-after artists working
today. Collects BATMAN #676-681 in black and white format.
On the eve of Bruce Wayne's return to Gotham City, the new
Batman and Robin team must deal with the return of the
Joker.
Hidden for years, the mysterious Court of Owls surface in
Gotham City--what must Batman to defeat them and what
deadly connection to they have to his past? Scott Snyder and
Greg Capullo's masterpiece epic is collected in its entirey in
trade paperback for the first time ever! After a series of brutal
murders rocks Gotham City, Batman begins to realize that
perhaps these crimes go far deeper than appearances
suggest. As the Caped Crusader begins to unravel this
deadly mystery, he discovers a conspiracy going back to his
youth and beyond to the origins of the city he's sworn to
protect. Could the Court of Owls, once thought to be nothing
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more than an urban legend, be behind the crime and
corruption? Or is Bruce Wayne losing his grip on sanity and
falling prey to the pressures of his war on crime? Considered
one of the greatest stories in the Dark Knight's historic lore,
BATMAN: THE COURT OF OWLS SAGA is an epic tale told
by two of comics' finest storytellers. Collects issues #1-11 of
BATMAN, as well as bonus material including sketches,
scripts, design concepts and variant covers.
The critically acclaimed first volume of Scott Snyder and Greg
Capullo's Batman saga now is collected in a special sketch
edition! Following his ground-breaking, critically acclaimed
run on DETECTIVE COMICS, writer Scott Snyder (American
Vampire) begins a new era of The Dark Knight alongside
artist Greg Capullo (Spawn) with the relaunch of BATMAN! A
series of brutal murders rocks not only Gotham City to its core
but also the Caped Crusader himself when the prime suspect
is one of Batman's closest allies-Dick Grayson! Collects
issues #1-7 of BATMAN in a special sketch edition of this #1
New York Times bestseller.
SUPERSTAR ARTIST JIM LEE BRINGS TOGETHER THE
WORLD’S GREATEST HEROES…FOR THE FIRST TIME!
It’s the dawn of a new age. Superheroes-like Superman in
Metropolis and Gotham’s Dark Knight, Batman-are new and
frightening to the world at large. But when a series of strange
attacks unleashes an otherworldly threat on Earth, these
heroes will have to stand together…if they can stand each
other! Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. Green Lantern.
Flash. Aquaman. Cyborg. Though young and inexperienced,
brash and overconfident, each one alone is a powerful force
in the battle of good against evil. Together, they may be the
only thing on Earth that can stop the alien warlord Darkseid
from claiming our planet as his own. Together…they will
become the Justice League! Jim Lee’s stunning artwork is
featured in this collection as never before-in his original
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pencils. Written by the one and only Geoff Johns, JUSTICE
LEAGUE UNWRAPPED BY JIM LEE provides a glimpse into
the process behind the most talked-about comic book of the
new millennium. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE 1-12.
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